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Journalism in a peer-to-peer 
anticipatory assemblage.



Anticipatory systems

• Anticipation studies investigate different anticipatory systems which make 
sense of the future and affect how the futures are made in the present.

• ”An anticipatory system […] contains an internal predictive model of itself
and of its environment, which allows it to change […] in accord with the
model’s predictions [about] a later instant” (Rosen, 1991)

• Models of the development of  1) a system system itself and 2) its 
environment, and 3) the logics and dynamics by which the system’s present 
is being linked to its future (Poli, 2010).

• Anticipatory systems are properties of individual entities. In reality, 
anticipation is embedded in complex networks of numerous actors.



Anticipatory systems as assemblages

• Assemblages: symbiotic arrangements of different elements such as people, 
technologies, structures, practices, discourses, materials, affects, and ideas 
(Groves, 2017; Hipfl, 2018; Müller, 2015).

• All the elements are interdependent actors: they can enter and exit an 
assemblage any time (Delanda, 2006).

• Creative forces: the elements change each other, ideas circulate and transform 
between the elements, structure action, etc. Assemblages are “wholes whose 
properties emerge from the interactions between parts” (DeLanda, 2006, p. 5).

• Anticipatory assemblages: expectations about the future are embedded in socio-
technical practices and material contexts, and are created in the interactions 
between numerous different actors (Alvial-Palavicino, 2015).



”3D printer hype” as an assemblage

• 3D printers

• Digital technologies

• Hacker culture and hackerspaces (such as FabLabs)

• MIT

• Ordinary citizens

• Futurists (creators of explicit visions)

• Businesses

• Ideal of a decentralised society and industrial production

-> a ”hype” that 3D printing will radically change industrial production



The relational ontology of assemblages

1. In the ontology of assemblages the focus is on 
connections/relationships between actors, instead of independent
actors or structures (Bennett, 2010)

2. Actors – human and non-human – affect each other. Actors in an 
assemblage constantly change in their encounters.

Actors are (partly) defined by their constantly changing relationships. 

3. Something new always actualises in an encounter – assemblages give
rise to emergence.

4. Affects – embodied, non-linguistic meanings – circulate in 
assemblages
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Why anticipatory assemblages instead of 
anticipatory systems?

• Assemblages are open and distributed whereas anticipatory systems 
are properties of individual entities such as organisations (cf. Poli, 
2017).

• Assemblages take into account the networks of multitudes of actors, 
human and non-human, material and symbolic. Agency is distributed.

• Assemblages make conceiving the future more dynamic as opposite 
to stable systems. 



Data & research question

• Semi-structured interviews with 11 Finnish entrepreneurial journalists. 
General questions about how the interviewees see journalism will change
by 2030.

• Entrepreneurial journalists conceived as pioneers of new ideas, values and 
practices in journalism – pioneers who create novel futures of journalism in 
the present

• The article investigates how the future of journalism is understood and 
constructed in the present by its pioneers.

• Which different actors do the interviewee summon up when they
anticipate the futures of journalism? What kinds of an anticipatory
assemblages do these actors and their relationships construct?



Method

• Following Fox and Alldred (2015), the analysis treats the 
interviews not as subjective/social representations, but as 
descriptions of the assemblages the respondents are part 
of.

• To identify actors and assemblages, an inductive qualitative 
analysis method described by Strauss and Corbin (1990) 
was deployed.

• The analysis was initiated by a line-by-line coding of the 
transcriptions. The codes were compared and grouped into 
categories.



Results
• The analysis ended up with seven broad categories such as “Business 

models” and “Audiences”.

• Within the categories, anticipatory assemblages were constructed by
identifying actors and the relationships/dynamics between them (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990, p. 143). 

• One anticipatory assemblage under the Audience category is labelled 
“Journalists and audiences get close”:

audiences’ styles of communication, social media platforms, 
audience data, audience preferences and journalists come together 
as an assemblage and create a future of journalism in which 
audiences and journalists become increasingly close with each 
other – audiences, their voices and preferences strongly affect 
the type of journalism produced



Results
• The main categories were compared with each other to identify a central 

phenomenon that is common to all of the categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

• Audience constantly recurs across the categories. Because audiences are 
conceptualised as active participants in digital networks, the central phenomenon 
and core concept was named peer-to-peer.

• The concept of peer-to-peer (P2P) refers to non-hierarchical, free participation of 
intrinsically motivated and equal partners in collaborative networks (Orsi, 2009), 
which produce goods and services for small audiences that share common needs, 
tastes and values (Forte & Lampe, 2013).

The p2p anticipatory assemblage describes a future in which the top-down, 
authoritative and hierarchical relationship between a journalist and audience
members becomes peer-like.



Core logics of the P2P assemblage

• Media organisations need to respond to the fundamental change the internet has 
brought about: that everyone can publish, interact with others, be active users 
rather than passive receivers, and nourish their special interests.

• This shift combines with another sea change: the dramatic decline of income 
from advertising, traditionally the economic bedrock of the news business, is 
being replaced by subscriptions and other audience payments. 

• These changes take place in a socio-political milieu characterized by social 
fragmentation and an intensified formation of closed groups with shared 
identities and interests.

• -> Media outlets catering to paying audiences have to closely know their needs 
and tastes, and thus seek affinity with their target audiences and their 
communities – relate to audiences as peers instead of a hierarchical relationship. 



Examples of actors in the P2P ant. assemblage
• Each actor brings something unique to the assemblage; something new emerges

out of the connections between these actors; actors increase their capabilities
and actualise dormant potentials in their connections with other actors

• Whatsapp-groups

• Slack

• #metoo
• Pirate Bay

• gifs

• memes
• artificial intelligence (semi-automated news production)

• personalisation of contents

• fragmented, postmodern culture
• academic feminism

• Dis- and misinformation



Implications

• The deterioration of liberal ideals and institutions was brought up in 
almost all of the interviews (e.g. decline of trust in experts, the 
fragmentation of politics into identity movements from nationalist 
populism to intersectional feminism, and the information chaos 
caused by information abundance (instead of a fact-based liberal 
Enlightenment).

• “P2P journalism” could reformulate the institution of journalism for a 
new social, political and economic era

• P2P journalism could aid citizens find facts, meaning, purpose, and 
community in public life that is much more chaotic and complex than 
the expert-led public discussion of the postwar era. 
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